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Free epub Cpt and hcpcs 2015 modifier express reference coding
card (Download Only)
organized by icd 9 cm code these four page express reference cards map 60 to 80 of the most commonly used icd 9 cm codes to relevant icd 10 cm
codes seventh digits are also indicated refer to these convenient durable cards to aid you in this first year of icd 10 cm implementation organized by
icd 9 cm code these four page express reference cards map 60 to 80 of the most commonly used icd 9 cm codes to relevant icd 10 cm codes seventh
digits are also indicated refer to these convenient durable cards to aid you in this first year of icd 10 cm implementation organized by icd 9 cm code
these four page express reference cards map 60 to 80 of the most commonly used icd 9 cm codes to relevant icd 10 cm codes seventh digits are also
indicated refer to these convenient durable cards to aid you in this first year of icd 10 cm implementation each cpt r 2022 express reference coding
card is designed to facilitate accurate cpt coding by including hundreds of the most reported cpt codes per medical specialty organized by icd 9 cm
code these four page express reference cards map 60 to 80 of the most commonly used icd 9 cm codes to relevant icd 10 cm codes seventh digits are
also indicated refer to these convenient durable cards to aid you in this first year of icd 10 cm implementation organized by icd 9 cm code these four
page express reference cards map 60 to 80 of the most commonly used icd 9 cm codes to relevant icd 10 cm codes seventh digits are also indicated
refer to these convenient durable cards to aid you in this first year of icd 10 cm implementation each cpt r 2022 express reference coding card is
designed to facilitate accurate cpt coding by including hundreds of the most reported cpt codes per medical specialty each double sided laminated
cpt 2021 express reference coding card is designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported
cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which
can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt
medium descriptors symbols and official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021
professionaledition provide visual examples of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook
sections and subsections makes locating a code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook
durable lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource suitable for daily use each cpt r 2022 express reference coding card is designed to
facilitate accurate cpt coding by including hundreds of the most reported cpt codes per medical specialty each cpt r 2022 express reference coding
card is designed to facilitate accurate cpt coding by including hundreds of the most reported cpt codes per medical specialty each cpt r 2022 express
reference coding card is designed to facilitate accurate cpt coding by including hundreds of the most reported cpt codes per medical specialty each
cpt r 2022 express reference coding card is designed to facilitate accurate cpt coding by including hundreds of the most reported cpt codes per
medical specialty each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by
supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and
staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and
hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty
illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes
formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook
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portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource suitable for daily use organized by icd 9 cm
code these four page express reference cards map 60 to 80 of the most commonly used icd 9 cm codes to relevant icd 10 cm codes seventh digits are
also indicated refer to these convenient durable cards to aid you in this first year of icd 10 cm implementation each double sided laminated cpt 2021
express reference coding card is designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes
per medical specialty these easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then
be referenced in the cpt codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium
descriptors symbols and official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition
provide visual examples of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and
subsections makes locating a code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable
lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource suitable for daily use each cpt r 2022 express reference coding card is designed to facilitate
accurate cpt coding by including hundreds of the most reported cpt codes per medical specialty each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express
reference coding card is designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per
medical specialty these easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be
referenced in the cpt codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium
descriptors symbols and official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition
provide visual examples of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and
subsections makes locating a code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable
lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource suitable for daily use organized by icd 9 cm code these four page express reference cards map 60
to 80 of the most commonly used icd 9 cm codes to relevant icd 10 cm codes seventh digits are also indicated refer to these convenient durable cards
to aid you in this first year of icd 10 cm implementation each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is designed to facilitate
quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use reference
cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a separate card
lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and official cpt guidelines
included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples of anatomy procedures
and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a code quick and easy for
those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource suitable for
daily use each double sided laminated cpt 2020 express reference coding card is designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying
hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff
members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs
codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty
illustrations and tables from the cpt 2020 professional codebook provide visual examples of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the
codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook
portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource suitable for daily use each double sided
laminated cpt 2020 express reference coding card is designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most
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commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a
desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits
ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the
cpt 2020 professional codebook provide visual examples of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order
under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into
the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource suitable for daily use organized by icd 9 cm code these four page express
reference cards map 60 to 80 of the most commonly used icd 9 cm codes to relevant icd 10 cm codes seventh digits are also indicated refer to these
convenient durable cards to aid you in this first year of icd 10 cm implementation each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding
card is designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty
these easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the
cpt codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols
and official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual
examples of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes
locating a code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy
tear resistant resource suitable for daily use each double sided laminated icd 9 cm 2005 express reference coding card is designed to facilitate
proper icd 9 cm coding by supplying more than 350 of the most commonly reported icd 9 cm codes per medical specialty these cards allow health
care providers and staff members to find a code which can then be referenced in the icd 9 cm code book each double sided laminated cpt 2020
express reference coding card is designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes
per medical specialty these easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then
be referenced in the cpt codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium
descriptors symbols and official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2020 professional
codebook provide visual examples of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections
and subsections makes locating a code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable
lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource suitable for daily use each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is
designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy
to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt
codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and
official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples
of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a
code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear
resistant resource suitable for daily use each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is designed to facilitate quick yet
accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use reference cards allow
health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a separate card lists all
modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and official cpt guidelines included on
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the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples of anatomy procedures and
services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a code quick and easy for those
familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource suitable for daily
use each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying
hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff
members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs
codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty
illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes
formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook
portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource suitable for daily use each double sided
laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most
commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a
desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits
ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the
cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under
codebook sections and subsections makes locating a code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the
codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource suitable for daily use each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference
coding card is designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical
specialty these easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be
referenced in the cpt codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium
descriptors symbols and official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition
provide visual examples of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and
subsections makes locating a code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable
lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource suitable for daily use each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is
designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy
to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt
codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and
official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples
of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a
code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear
resistant resource suitable for daily use each double sided laminated cpt r 2022 express reference coding card is designed to facilitate quick yet
accurate cpt coding by including hundreds of the most reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use reference cards allow healthcare
professionals and practice staff to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a separate modifiers card lists all
cpt and hcpcs level ii modifiers for use with cpt codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and official cpt guidelines
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included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt r 2022 professionaledition provide visual examples of anatomy
procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order by codebook sections and subsections makes locating a code quick and
easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource
suitable for daily use each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by
supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and
staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and
hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty
illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes
formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook
portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource suitable for daily use each double sided
laminated cpt 2015 express reference coding card is designed to facilitate proper cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported
cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which
can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a separate modifiers card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes each double sided laminated
cpt 2021 express reference coding card is designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported
cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which
can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt
medium descriptors symbols and official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021
professionaledition provide visual examples of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook
sections and subsections makes locating a code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook
durable lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource suitable for daily use each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card
is designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these
easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt
codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and
official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples
of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a
code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear
resistant resource suitable for daily use each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is designed to facilitate quick yet
accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use reference cards allow
health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a separate card lists all
modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and official cpt guidelines included on
the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples of anatomy procedures and
services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a code quick and easy for those
familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource suitable for daily
use each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying
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hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff
members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs
codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty
illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes
formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook
portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource suitable for daily use each double sided
laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most
commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a
desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits
ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the
cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under
codebook sections and subsections makes locating a code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the
codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource suitable for daily use



ICD-10 Mappings 2015 Express Reference Coding Card: Orthopaedics - Lower 2014-09-01 organized by icd 9 cm code these four page express
reference cards map 60 to 80 of the most commonly used icd 9 cm codes to relevant icd 10 cm codes seventh digits are also indicated refer to these
convenient durable cards to aid you in this first year of icd 10 cm implementation
ICD-10 Mappings 2015 Express Reference Coding Card: Ent 2014-09-01 organized by icd 9 cm code these four page express reference cards
map 60 to 80 of the most commonly used icd 9 cm codes to relevant icd 10 cm codes seventh digits are also indicated refer to these convenient
durable cards to aid you in this first year of icd 10 cm implementation
ICD-10 Mappings 2015 Express Reference Coding Card: General Surgery 2014-09-01 organized by icd 9 cm code these four page express
reference cards map 60 to 80 of the most commonly used icd 9 cm codes to relevant icd 10 cm codes seventh digits are also indicated refer to these
convenient durable cards to aid you in this first year of icd 10 cm implementation
CPT Express Reference Coding Card 2022: Orthopaedics 2021-12 each cpt r 2022 express reference coding card is designed to facilitate accurate cpt
coding by including hundreds of the most reported cpt codes per medical specialty
ICD-10 Mappings 2015 Express Reference Coding Card: Ophthalmology 2014-09-01 organized by icd 9 cm code these four page express reference
cards map 60 to 80 of the most commonly used icd 9 cm codes to relevant icd 10 cm codes seventh digits are also indicated refer to these convenient
durable cards to aid you in this first year of icd 10 cm implementation
ICD-10 Mappings 2015 Express Reference Coding Card: Emergency Medicine 2014-09-01 organized by icd 9 cm code these four page express
reference cards map 60 to 80 of the most commonly used icd 9 cm codes to relevant icd 10 cm codes seventh digits are also indicated refer to these
convenient durable cards to aid you in this first year of icd 10 cm implementation
CPT Express Reference Coding Card 2022: Pathology/Laboratory 2021-12 each cpt r 2022 express reference coding card is designed to
facilitate accurate cpt coding by including hundreds of the most reported cpt codes per medical specialty
CPT 2021 Express Reference Coding Card: Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 2020-12 each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express
reference coding card is designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per
medical specialty these easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be
referenced in the cpt codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium
descriptors symbols and official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition
provide visual examples of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and
subsections makes locating a code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable
lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource suitable for daily use
CPT Express Reference Coding Card 2022: Level I & HCPCS Level II Modifiers 2021-12 each cpt r 2022 express reference coding card is designed to
facilitate accurate cpt coding by including hundreds of the most reported cpt codes per medical specialty
CPT Express Reference Coding Card 2022: Evaluation and Management 2021-12 each cpt r 2022 express reference coding card is designed to
facilitate accurate cpt coding by including hundreds of the most reported cpt codes per medical specialty
CPT Express Reference Coding Card 2022: Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation 2021-12 each cpt r 2022 express reference coding card is
designed to facilitate accurate cpt coding by including hundreds of the most reported cpt codes per medical specialty
CPT Express Reference Coding Card 2022: General Surgery 2021-12 each cpt r 2022 express reference coding card is designed to facilitate accurate



cpt coding by including hundreds of the most reported cpt codes per medical specialty
CPT 2021 Express Reference Coding Card: Ear, Nose &Throat 2020-12 each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is
designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy
to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt
codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and
official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples
of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a
code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear
resistant resource suitable for daily use
ICD-10 Mappings 2015 Express Reference Coding Card: Dermatology 2014-09-01 organized by icd 9 cm code these four page express
reference cards map 60 to 80 of the most commonly used icd 9 cm codes to relevant icd 10 cm codes seventh digits are also indicated refer to these
convenient durable cards to aid you in this first year of icd 10 cm implementation
CPT 2021 Express Reference Coding Card: Orthopaedics 2020-12 each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is
designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy
to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt
codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and
official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples
of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a
code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear
resistant resource suitable for daily use
CPT Express Reference Coding Card 2022: Oms/Dental 2021-12 each cpt r 2022 express reference coding card is designed to facilitate accurate cpt
coding by including hundreds of the most reported cpt codes per medical specialty
CPT 2021 Express Reference Coding Card: Evaluation and Management 2020-12 each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding
card is designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty
these easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the
cpt codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols
and official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual
examples of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes
locating a code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy
tear resistant resource suitable for daily use
ICD-10 Mappings 2015 Express Reference Coding Card: Endocrinology 2014-09-01 organized by icd 9 cm code these four page express reference
cards map 60 to 80 of the most commonly used icd 9 cm codes to relevant icd 10 cm codes seventh digits are also indicated refer to these convenient
durable cards to aid you in this first year of icd 10 cm implementation
CPT 2021 Express Reference Coding Card: OMS/Dental 2020-12 each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is designed to



facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use
reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a
separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and official cpt
guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples of anatomy
procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a code quick
and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource
suitable for daily use
CPT 2020 Express Reference Coding Card: Evaluation and Management 2019-12 each double sided laminated cpt 2020 express reference coding
card is designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty
these easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the
cpt codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols
and official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2020 professional codebook provide visual
examples of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes
locating a code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy
tear resistant resource suitable for daily use
CPT 2020 Express Reference Coding Card: Pathology/Laboratory 2019-12 each double sided laminated cpt 2020 express reference coding card
is designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these
easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt
codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and
official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2020 professional codebook provide visual
examples of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes
locating a code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy
tear resistant resource suitable for daily use
ICD-10 Mappings 2015 Express Reference Coding Card: Gynecology 2014-09-01 organized by icd 9 cm code these four page express reference cards
map 60 to 80 of the most commonly used icd 9 cm codes to relevant icd 10 cm codes seventh digits are also indicated refer to these convenient
durable cards to aid you in this first year of icd 10 cm implementation
CPT 2021 Express Reference Coding Card: Radiology 2020-12 each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is designed
to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use
reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a
separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and official cpt
guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples of anatomy
procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a code quick
and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource
suitable for daily use



Icd-9-Cm 2005 Express Reference Coding Cards 2004-10 each double sided laminated icd 9 cm 2005 express reference coding card is designed
to facilitate proper icd 9 cm coding by supplying more than 350 of the most commonly reported icd 9 cm codes per medical specialty these cards
allow health care providers and staff members to find a code which can then be referenced in the icd 9 cm code book
CPT 2020 Express Reference Coding Card: Behavioral Health 2019-12 each double sided laminated cpt 2020 express reference coding card is
designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy
to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt
codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and
official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2020 professional codebook provide visual
examples of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes
locating a code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy
tear resistant resource suitable for daily use
CPT 2021 Express Reference Coding Card: Obstetrics 2020-12 each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is designed
to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use
reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a
separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and official cpt
guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples of anatomy
procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a code quick
and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource
suitable for daily use
CPT 2021 Express Reference Coding Card: Behavioral Health 2020-12 each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is
designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy
to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt
codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and
official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples
of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a
code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear
resistant resource suitable for daily use
CPT 2021 Express Reference Coding Card: General Surgery 2020-12 each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is
designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy
to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt
codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and
official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples
of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a
code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear



resistant resource suitable for daily use
CPT 2021 Express Reference Coding Card: Cardiology 2020-12 each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is designed
to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use
reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a
separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and official cpt
guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples of anatomy
procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a code quick
and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource
suitable for daily use
CPT 2021 Express Reference Coding Card: Pediatrics 2020-12 each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is designed to
facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use
reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a
separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and official cpt
guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples of anatomy
procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a code quick
and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource
suitable for daily use
CPT 2021 Express Reference Coding Card: Pathology/Laboratory 2020-12 each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is
designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy
to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt
codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and
official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples
of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a
code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear
resistant resource suitable for daily use
CPT Express Reference Coding Card 2022: Behavioral Health 2021-12 each double sided laminated cpt r 2022 express reference coding card is
designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by including hundreds of the most reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use
reference cards allow healthcare professionals and practice staff to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a
separate modifiers card lists all cpt and hcpcs level ii modifiers for use with cpt codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors
symbols and official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt r 2022 professionaledition provide
visual examples of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order by codebook sections and subsections makes
locating a code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy
tear resistant resource suitable for daily use
CPT 2021 Express Reference Coding Card: General/Internal Medicine 2020-12 each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card



is designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these
easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt
codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and
official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples
of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a
code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear
resistant resource suitable for daily use
CPT 2016 Express Reference Coding Card E/M 2015-11-01 each double sided laminated cpt 2015 express reference coding card is designed to
facilitate proper cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use reference cards
allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a separate modifiers
card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes
CPT 2021 Express Reference Coding Card: Urology/Nephrology 2020-12 each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is
designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy
to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt
codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and
official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples
of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a
code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear
resistant resource suitable for daily use
CPT 2021 Express Reference Coding Card: Neurology/Neurosurgery 2020-12 each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding
card is designed to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty
these easy to use reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the
cpt codebook a separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols
and official cpt guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual
examples of anatomy procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes
locating a code quick and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy
tear resistant resource suitable for daily use
CPT 2021 Express Reference Coding Card: Ophthalmology 2020-12 each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is designed
to facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use
reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a
separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and official cpt
guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples of anatomy
procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a code quick
and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource



suitable for daily use
CPT 2021 Express Reference Coding Card: Gynecology 2020-12 each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is designed to
facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use
reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a
separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and official cpt
guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples of anatomy
procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a code quick
and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource
suitable for daily use
CPT 2017 Express Reference Coding Card E/M 2016-12-23 each double sided laminated cpt 2021 express reference coding card is designed to
facilitate quick yet accurate cpt coding by supplying hundreds of the most commonly reported cpt codes per medical specialty these easy to use
reference cards allow health care providers and staff members to easily locate a desired code which can then be referenced in the cpt codebook a
separate card lists all modifiers used with cpt and hcpcs codes features and benefits ama exclusive cpt medium descriptors symbols and official cpt
guidelines included on the cards for each specialty illustrations and tables from the cpt 2021 professionaledition provide visual examples of anatomy
procedures and services discussed within the codes formatted in code order under codebook sections and subsections makes locating a code quick
and easy for those familiar with the codebook portability cards fit easily into the codebook durable lamination creates a sturdy tear resistant resource
suitable for daily use
Level I and HCPCS Level II Modifiers 2021 Express Reference Coding Card 2020-12
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